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the initial release of the game is incomplete; a lot of the content available in the demo - namely, the
japanese version - will not be available in the english release. if you have played and beat a number
of games and want to try something new, then you should probably get this one. visual novel/choose-
your-own-adventure style is implemented to really immerse the player in the game and any of the
decisions made really do affect the game. for those who love the dark art, naruto shippuden is a
game in which you can join naruto and his friends in a variety of ways. if you have played naruto
shippuden: ultimate ninja storm 3 then you will be familiar with the whole concept. naruto
shippuden: ultimate ninja storm 3 allows us to see why this is an updated and improved version of
the previous game in the series. one of the biggest reasons for the change of identity among the
ninja - chuunin seigi, which is the name of the character - is that naruto is a shinobi and must go
through the four stages of becoming stronger and more powerful. the game also implements a new
story that will make even more difficult and interesting. in this game, the training ground will be in
the second series of the manga entitled "naruto shippuden. in addition, street fighter v carries the
storyline itself, giving the game a more appropriate lore. more than 100 playable characters to use
in three single-player modes - including a co-op mode - give this fighting game ample replay value.
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